FORMULA 3080

ENVIRON OIL SPILL DISPERGANT (WATER-BASED)

APPLICATIONS OF FORMULA 3080

- Accidental oil spills during loading or discharging cargo or bunkers.
- Oil spills on deck areas, soiled bulkheads, deck plates and gratings.
- Cleaning dirty bilges.
- Coastal and seaborne oil deposits.
- Removing oil contaminants safely from diesel engine cooling systems etc.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

- For the treatment of oil spill on sea or water, set up fence around the spillage to prevent diffusion. Then remove oil as much as possible by means of an oil skimmer or oil absorbent to narrowing oil fence.
- Spray Eurolube Formula 3080 over the spilled area completely for faster reaction, agitate with the pressure jet water or other mechanical methods dosages of F3080 depends on the thickness of the oil slicks.
- For smaller or more localised applications such as oil removal from deck plate, Formula 3080 can be applied by mop or brush.

BENEFITS OF FORMULA 3080

- **High Dispersion Capacity** – combines with the proprietary emulsifier to give a dispersion power as high as 1 part of F3080 to disperse up to 3.3 parts of fuel oil (as shown from test analysis).
- **Environmental Friendly** – based on a proprietary emulsifier and contains no nonyl phenol which minimises its toxic effect on the environment.
- **Compliance** – comply to international standard as well as MPA (Singapore) specification.
- **Easy Application** – can be applied directly from the drum to the oil affected surface. The most efficient method of application is by means of venturi ejector nozzle attached to one of the boat fire hoses. The nozzle can be adjusted to suit the spraying to give a correct concentration of dispersant.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

- **Appearance** : Colourless Liquid
- **Odour** : Citrus
- **pH undilute** : 8 ± 1
- **Specific gravity** : 1 ± 01
- **Flash point** : 100°C No Flash
- **Flammability** : Non-Flammable
- **Biodegradability** : -90%
- **Dispersion capacity** : 1:2.59
- **Packing** : 25 litres carboy
  - 209 litres drum
  - 1000 litres IBC tank
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